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						Broad Spectrum of Chemistries




							Ethoxylates, Propoxylates, Esters, Sulphates, Etc.




						
                  



					




				




			





					




					




				




				



				 



				



				



					



					



						



							Venus is amongst India's Leading manufacturer of Surfactants and Speciality Chemicals. With over 30 years of experience, we manufacture a comprehensive range of Non-Ionic, Anionic, Cationic and Amphoteric surfactants. With a broad spectrum of chemistries and vast product range (1600+) we  meet the unique requirements of customer's and acts as a primary supplier for companies, both locally and internationally.


							Under the ownership of Harcros Chemcials Inc, USA,  we operate at multiple sites in India, and the U.S.A.  The unique legal entities in India include Venus Ethoxyethers Pvt. Ltd.,  Esteem Industries Pvt. Ltd., and Grand Organics Pvt. Ltd. To cater to the domestic as well as global demand for surfactants, our manufacturing plants in India are strategically located in Goa, Maharashtra and Gujarat. With global norms in mind, all our sites are ISO-9001-2015, ISO-14001-2015 and ISO-45001-2018 certified, with a standard SOP firmly in place.


							These sites are equipped with similar Ethoxylation, Propoxylation, Blending and Tolling facilities. With annual capacity exceeding 70,000 MT, Venus actively operates multiple reaction vessels with capacities ranging from 100L to 32,000L. These vessels are an assortment of stainless steel, glass-lined and loop-reactor. Some also equipped with distillation facilities.




						




						



					




				



				 



				



				



					



						OUR ADVANTAGE






						



							 



								



									LOCATIONS




									Multiple Manufacturing Locations in U.S. and India having 90,000MT Manufacturing Capacity.




								




							




							 



								



									R & D




									The Team works 24/7 towards improving product performance and developing new molecules with breakthrough research.




								




							




							 



								



									LOGISTICS




									Backward and Forward integration with our own fleet of Trucks, Tankers and Trailers for raw material and finished goods movement.




								




							




							 



								



									QUALITY




									Venus works 24/7 to provide top quality assurance and maintain regulatory Compliance.




								




							




							 



							




							 



								



									BROAD PRODUCT RANGE




									More than 2000 Manufactured products to offer.
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												LOW FOAM SURFACTANTS
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													NARROW RANGE ETHOXYLATES
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														METHYL ESTER ETHOXYLATES
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															REACTIVE MONOMERS
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																VENADOL
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